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SPREADERS & ACCESSORIES

MORE JOBS.

DONE FASTER.

“



ii WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES

When plowing is your profession, it’s up to you to keep the world moving 

through winter’s worst. Less time worrying about your equipment means 

more time for clearing lots.

The ticking clock controls your paycheck. Minutes wasted are dollars lost. 

When your schedule is packed and your budget even tighter, the only thing 

worth your hard-earned money is better results.

That’s why Western Products builds efficiency into every feature of our 

plows and spreaders. With 70 years of experience behind us, Western 

Products knows what it takes to conquer all the depths of winter.

Mother Nature may not offer guarantees—but we build a promise into  

every piece of equipment we make: 

MORE JOBS. DONE FASTER.

RISE TO NEW CHALLENGES

WHETHER OR NOT THEY HAPPEN DURING 

REGULAR BUSINESS HOURS

“



4 WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES

UNIVERSAL FEATURES 
FOR ALL HOPPER SPREADERS

AVAILABLE FOR TORNADO™  
HOPPER SPREADERS

• Available in 50-gallon kits (two 25-gallon tanks) 

• 1.5 cu yd, 1.8 cu yd and 2.5 cu yd models can accept  

up to two of the 50-gallon kits for a maximum capacity  

of 100 gallons*

• Compatible with all Tornado hopper spreaders 

manufactured February 2016 or later

• With the purchase of an additional adapter kit, any 

Tornado hopper spreader manufactured between 2009 

and January 2016 can accept the pre-wet system

• A corrosion-resistant, fully enclosed housing protects  

the pump, electronics and valves from the elements

AVAILABLE FOR ALL STRIKER™  

HOPPER SPREADERS

• Available in 50-gallon kits (two 25-gallon tanks)  

or 100-gallon kits (two 50-gallon tanks) 

• 1.5 cu yd, 2.0 cu yd and 3.0 cu yd models can accept  

up to two of the 50-gallon kits for a maximum capacity  

of 100 gallons*

• 4.5 cu yd and 6.0 cu yd models can accept up to two of 

the 50-gallon or 100-gallon kits for a maximum capacity 

of 200 gallons*

• A corrosion-resistant, fully enclosed housing protects  

the pump, electronics and valves from the elements

Photos may be shown with optional accessories.

*When using a vibrator kit with the Tornado hopper, only one of the 50-gallon 
kits can be used. When using a vibrator kit with the Striker hopper, only one  

of either the 50-gallon kits or the 100-gallon kits can be used.

 **On Striker gas and hydraulic models, the on/off switch is incorporated  
into the master accessory harness control panel. 

DUAL ELECTRIC MOTORS
Two instant-start, 12-volt electric motors 

provide quiet, reliable and independent 

control over the conveyor and spinner 

mechanisms. The spinner motor is sealed 

inside a weather-resistant housing, 

protecting it from corrosion.

DUAL VARIABLE-SPEED CONTROL*
Precisely match material delivery and 

spread patterns to conditions. Four standard 

accessory buttons and a dedicated blast 

button provide optimum in-cab efficiency. 

Easy-to-understand, digital self-diagnostics 

alert the operator when the hopper is empty 

or when adjustments are needed, and LEDs 

make the controls easy to read. 

ACCESSORY INTEGRATION*
Conveniently connect accessories 

directly into the fully enclosed 

accessory hub mounted in the back of 

the hopper. Accessories automatically 

integrate with the hopper control 

without having to run additional wires 

from the front of the truck.

STEEL PINTLE  
CHAIN CONVEYOR
One of the widest in the industry,  

the 16½" conveyor moves more material 

consistently and smoothly to help reduce  

bridging. The corrosion-resistant, 

stainless steel conveyor housing provides 

added protection and rigidity.

ADJUSTABLE FEED GATE
An adjustable feed gate controls the 

amount of material flowing from the hopper 

to the spinner to regulate material flow 

and helps reduce waste when traveling 

between sites.

SPINNER AND  
SPREADING WIDTH
An extra-large, 15½" polyurethane  

spinner delivers a spreading width  

of up to 40' and provides long-lasting, 

corrosion-free performance.

DUMP AND WORK  
LIGHT SWITCHES*
Located at the rear of the hopper, two 

dump switches run the conveyor for easily 

unloading excess material or quickly 

filling a walk-behind or tailgate spreader. 

An additional switch is also provided 

so that an accessory work light may be 

conveniently controlled from not only the 

cab but also the rear of the hopper.

TOP SCREEN
The standard, coated-steel top screen 

helps break up large chunks of de-icing 

material during the loading process  

to help prevent clogging and bridging 

during spreader operation.

FLEET FLEX ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The Striker™ hopper spreader and Tornado™ 

hopper spreader are designed with FLEET 

FLEX technology for easy interchange  

between electric hopper spreaders without 

having to change the wiring or the controls.  

It provides easy operation, increased reliability, 

simple wiring and easy installation. Additionally, 

accessories automatically integrate into the 

control for easy plug ’n’ play.

PRE-WET SYSTEM ACCESSORY 
FOR HOPPER SPREADERS

*Available on dual electric motor models only.

USE LESS SALT AND ACCELERATE MELTING

The WESTERN® pre-wet system accessory allows the operator to pre-wet 

material with a brine solution just before it hits the spinner. This provides two 

distinct advantages over dry applications: pre-wetting salt “activates” the 

material to accelerate melting and pre-wet granules bounce less when hitting 

the pavement for greater material control. Studies have proven application rates 

can be reduced by up to 30% when pre-wetting salt with liquids.

TWO CONTROL OPTIONS
The updated FLEET FLEX electric hopper spreader control  

for Tornado hopper spreaders and Striker hopper spreaders 

includes a pre-wet accessory button which provides simple  

on/off** operation, allowing the operator to choose when  

to apply brine while spreading. The flow rate is set manually  

using the valve in the pump housing.

For operators who want additional flow control from inside  

the cab, a separate in-cab control option is available, featuring  

a flow-control dial and warning lights that alert the operator  

of a clog or if the tanks are empty. 
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6 WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES

TMIN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL.

CORROSION-RESISTANT HOPPER
Built with low-maintenance, rust-resistant stainless 

steel, the hopper is reinforced with wrap-around 

welded joints for long-life and protection  

against stress. 

INNOVATIVE CHUTE DESIGN
Reduce material waste with this innovative chute 

design that delivers material to the areas of the  

spinner that cast it out and away from the truck,  

instead of back onto your bumper.

SHUTTER DEFLECTOR
The easy-to-adjust, circular shutter deflector allows 

one-side spreading operation, providing optimal control 

by keeping materials away from areas they aren’t 

needed and spreading more evenly where they are.

INVERTED V
The standard inverted V located inside the hopper 

helps keep sufficient material weight off of the conveyor, 

ensuring smooth startup and flow of material.  

Minimize waste and maximize profits with the WESTERN® Striker™ stainless steel hopper 

spreader. A dual variable-speed control and an innovative chute design allow operators to easily 

control salt and sand spread. Ultra-durable and loaded with the latest in snow and ice control 

technology, the Striker hopper spreader helps you take your de-icing operation further. 

DROP CHUTE
The adjustable-height drop chute accommodates 

both pickup truck and flatbed applications, ensuring 

a proper spreading height. A chute extension is 

standard with the 9' and 10' models. An extension kit 

is available as an accessory only on 7' and 8' models. 

REMOVABLE CHUTE ASSEMBLY
For convenient access to the hitch or for material  

off load, the chute assembly can be easily removed 

without the use of tools.

DUAL-SWING CHUTE
The dual-swing chute design opens from either  

side to provide easy access for maintenance  

or material unloading. 

POWER OPTIONS
In addition to the standard dual electric motors, the 

Striker™ stainless steel hopper spreader is available 

with gas and hydraulic power options.

ADDITIONAL STANDARD 

FEATURES
Ratchet straps, tie-down points and bolting  

bars are included for strapping the hopper  

to the truck. For additional safety, a Center  

High-Mounted Stop Light (CHMSL) is standard.

ACCESSORIES
Pre-Wet System  |  Work Light Kit

Strobe Light Kit  |  Spill Guard Kit

Central Point Grease Kit  |  Vibrator Kit

Tie-Down Chain Kit  |  License Plate Kit

6" Side Extensions

Consult your local WESTERN® dealer or westernplows.com  

for accessory compatibility and availability.

“

Photo may be shown with optional accessories.

SIX SIZE OPTIONS
7' 1.5 cu yd  |  8' 2.0 cu yd  |  9' 3.0 cu yd 

9' 4.5 cu yd  |  10' 4.5 cu yd  |  10' 6.0 cu yd

See page 5 for all universal hopper  

spreader features.
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8 WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES

COVERAGE YOU CAN COUNT ON.
For reliable, low-maintenance performance, the WESTERN® Tornado™ hopper spreader 

has a variety of features built to put more control at your fingertips, delivering efficient 

salt- and sand-spreading operation. The rugged, one-piece poly hopper includes 

overlapping lids to provide unsurpassed protection for your salt or sand load.

“
THREE SIZE OPTIONS
7' 1.5 cu yd  |  8' 1.8 cu yd  |  8' 2.5 cu yd

See page 5 for all universal hopper  

spreader features.

Photo may be shown with optional accessories.

TWO-PIECE POLY HOPPER COVER
The two-piece poly hopper cover shields de-icing  

material from the elements. The Tornado spreader’s  

overlapping cover design seals out moisture while 

molded water grooves direct runoff away from the 

hopper. When opened, the cover forms a spill guard 

to keep overflow material out of your truck.

CORROSION-RESISTANT HOPPER
The one-piece, double-walled hopper is built of durable 

polyethylene for corrosion-free performance, whether 

using rock salt, calcium chloride, sand or any other  

type of de-icing material.

DROP CHUTE
The adjustable-height poly drop chute accommodates 

both pickup truck and flatbed applications, ensuring  

a proper spreading height.  

REMOVABLE CHUTE ASSEMBLY
For convenient access to the hitch or for material  

off load, the chute assembly can be removed— 

no tools required. 

CONVENIENT STORAGE
With the drop chute removed, the Tornado™ hopper 

spreader can easily be removed from the truck  

and the entire unit stands on end to minimize the 

space needed for storage. Support blocks are 

required for off-season storage.

ADDITIONAL  

STANDARD FEATURES
Tie-down points are included for strapping the 

hopper to the truck. For additional safety, bolting 

bars are also provided to attach the hopper to 

the vehicle and a Center High-Mounted Stop 

Light (CHMSL) is standard.

ACCESSORIES
Pre-Wet System  |  Central Point Grease Kit

Work Light Kit  |  Strobe Light Kit

Stainless Steel Inverted V Kit  |  Vibrator Kit

Hold Down Kit  |  License Plate Kit

Consult your local WESTERN® dealer or westernplows.com  

for accessory compatibility and availability.
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WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES10

CONSISTENCY MEETS EFFICIENCY.
Designed to attach to a wide variety of vehicles, the WESTERN® PRO-FLO™ 525  

and PRO-FLO™ 900 poly tailgate spreaders feature a two-stage, auger-fed delivery 

system and dual variable-speed control for consistent and efficient flow of all types  

of de-icing materials.  

SPINNER AND SPREADING WIDTH 
The PRO-FLO™ 525 spreader features a 10"  

nylon/glass-reinforced resin spinner that delivers 

a spreading width up to 30'. The PRO-FLO™ 900 

spreader features a 12" steel spinner that delivers  

a spreading width up to 40'.

INVERTED V / VIBRATOR
The standard inverted V helps keep sufficient 

material weight off of the auger, ensuring smooth 

startup and flow of material. The inverted V is directly 

connected to a 12-volt vibrator to help reduce 

bridging and keep material moving to the auger.

*Mounts sold separately.

ACCESSORY INTEGRATION
Conveniently connect accessories directly into 

the spreader module mounted in the spinner 

motor enclosure. Accessories automatically 

integrate with the tailgate control without having 

to run additional wires from the front of the truck.

TOP SCREEN AND COVER
The steel rod top screen breaks up chunks of 

de-icing material and a molded polyethelene lid 

protects the materials from the elements.  

ACCESSORIES
Material Control Tube  |  Work Light Kit 

Consult your local WESTERN® dealer or westernplows.com  

for accessory compatibility and availability.

DUAL ELECTRIC MOTORS
Two instant-start, 12-volt electric motors provide quiet, 

reliable, independent control over the auger and spinner 

mechanisms. The spinner motor is sealed inside a weather-

resistant housing, protecting it from corrosion.

MATERIAL DELIVERY
Material is delivered by a heavy-duty, powder coated, 

horizontal steel auger that automatically backs itself in  

and out until an obstruction is cleared or a required 

adjustment has been made.

DUAL VARIABLE-SPEED CONTROL
Enhanced, dual variable-speed control allows you 

to precisely match material delivery and spread 

patterns to conditions. Four standard accessory 

buttons and a dedicated blast button provide 

optimum in-cab efficiency. Easy-to-understand, 

digital self-diagnostics alert the operator when 

the spreader is empty or when adjustments are 

needed, and LEDs make the control easy to read. 

Its compact size compared to traditional controls 

fits easily into today’s modern truck cab designs.

“
CAPACITY AND MOUNT OPTIONS 

PRO-FLO 525 SPREADER

Features a 5.25 cu ft poly hopper for long-lasting durability 

that holds bagged or bulk de-icing material. Comes standard 

with a combination 2" receiver hitch and 3-point hitch mount.

PRO-FLO 900 SPREADER

Features a 9.0 cu ft poly hopper for long-lasting durability 

that holds bagged or bulk de-icing material. Available mount 

options include a pivot mount, a 2" receiver hitch mount 

(requires additional adapter) and a 3-point hitch mount.*
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WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES12

A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW.

ELECTRIC DRIVE MOTOR
A fully enclosed, 12-volt electric, 1/3 hp motor  

is mounted inside a sealed housing, protecting  

it from corrosion.

CONTROLS
Choose between a variable-speed control with an  

“on/off” button and blast option to optimize material 

usage or a basic “on/off” toggle control (controls  

are sold separately).

COVER
A latching, molded polyethylene lid protects de-icing 

material from the elements.

SPINNER AND SPREADING WIDTH
Models 500 and 1000 both feature a durable  

10" polyurethane spinner that delivers a spreading 

width of up to 30'. Model 2500 comes standard  

with a large, 15" polyurethane spinner that delivers  

a spreading width of up to 30'.

Get a better look at your high-quality work as you move onto the next job with 

the WESTERN® Low Profile tailgate spreaders. These high-density, single-stage, 

poly tailgate spreaders sit lower on trucks to deliver top spreader performance 

without affecting the operator’s view from behind the wheel.

MATERIAL DELIVERY
Material is delivered by a powder coated, vertical 

steel auger. The unique design helps break up 

clumps and prevents material from spilling.

ADJUSTABLE FEED GATE
On Model 2500, a specialized “saw-tooth”  

feed gate and auger design combine to deliver 

complete, reliable flow control with positive  

shut-off, eliminating spillage and waste.

RATCHET STRAPS
Ratchet straps are provided standard for 

additional spreader stability on the Model 500 

and 2500 spreaders only.

ACCESSORIES

MODELS 500, 1000 AND 2500    

Top Screen  |  Adjustable Deflector  |  5-Flight 

Auger  |  Truck Protector Flap (Model 1000 only)

Consult your local WESTERN® dealer or westernplows.com  

for accessory compatibility and availability.

“
CAPACITY AND MOUNT OPTIONS 

MODEL 500 – 5.0 cu ft capacity

Comes standard with a Class III 2" receiver hitch mount.

MODEL 1000 – 8.0 cu ft capacity

Available mount options include a Class IV receiver  

hitch mount, a fixed mount, or a dual-swing mount*.

MODEL 2500 – 8.5 cu ft capacity

Comes standard with a Class IV receiver hitch mount.

*Mounts sold separately.
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14 WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES

CONVENIENCE FOR OPERATORS—  
NO STRINGS ATTACHED.

ELECTRIC MOTOR
A fully enclosed, 12-volt electric, 1/3 hp motor  

and maximum-torque transmission drive the  

spinner mechanism.

CORROSION-RESISTANT HOPPER
The LOW-PRO 300W wireless electric tailgate 

spreader features a corrosion-free polyethylene 

hopper for long-lasting durability.

MATERIAL DELIVERY
Material is delivered by a powder coated, vertical steel 

auger. The unique design helps break up clumps and 

prevents material from spilling.

SPINNER AND SPREADING WIDTH
A 10", corrosion-free spinner delivers a spreading width 

of up to 25' and ensures long life and optimal delivery 

of bagged salt.

When winter won’t wait, the WESTERN® LOW-PRO 300W wireless electric tailgate 

spreader quickly mounts onto pickup trucks, SUVs, utility vehicles and tractors without 

drilling or wiring. Standard with a completely wireless key fob control, 2" receiver hitch, 

and a 7-pin plug, this is THE ultimate in “plug ’n’ play” convenience.

EASY ON / OFF
Attaching and detaching is easy with the  

standard 7-pin plug.

WIRELESS CONTROL 
The completely wireless key fob control  

offers one-touch, on/off operation with  

two spinner speeds to match the  

spread pattern to the job.

ACCESSORIES
Clear Weather Cover  |  Supplemental  

7-Pin Harness Kit (for vehicles with no  

7-pin trailer hookup)

Consult your local WESTERN® dealer or westernplows.com  

for accessory compatibility and availability.

“

Shown with optional cover accessory.

CAPACITY AND MOUNT OPTIONS 

LOW-PRO 300W 

This 3.0 cu ft poly hopper comes standard with a  

2" receiver mount. Additional mounts available include  

a utility mount, drop utility mount, trailer mount and a 

3-point mount. 
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16 WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES

MORE UTILITY FROM YOUR UTV.

DUAL ELECTRIC MOTORS
Two instant-start, 12-volt electric motors provide 

quiet, reliable, independent control over the 

auger and spinner mechanisms. The spinner 

motor is sealed inside a weather-resistant housing, 

protecting it from corrosion.

DUAL VARIABLE-SPEED CONTROL
Dual variable-speed control allows you to precisely  

match material delivery and spread patterns to 

conditions. A switch to run the vibrator is integrated  

into the control for operator convenience. 

MATERIAL DELIVERY
Material is delivered by a heavy-duty, powder coated, 

horizontal steel auger that automatically backs itself 

in and out until an obstruction is cleared or a required 

adjustment has been made.

INVERTED V / VIBRATOR
The standard inverted V helps keep material weight 

off the auger, ensuring smooth startup and flow of 

material. The inverted V is directly connected to the 

vibrator to reduce bridging and keep material moving 

to the auger.

The WESTERN® Tornado™ UTV 11 cu ft poly hopper spreader is built just for UTVs.  

It features a sturdy, compact design that delivers many features of the larger models, 

in a size just right for your utility vehicle. SPINNER AND SPREADING WIDTH
The durable 12" spinner delivers a spreading width 

of up to 30' and features top and bottom guards 

that protect the spinner from damage if backed 

into a solid object.   

QUICK-CONNECT  

SPINNER / CHUTE ASSEMBLIES
Gain easy access to the hitch by removing the 

quick-connect spinner drive and chute assemblies.

CORROSION-RESISTANT HOPPER
The one-piece hopper is built of durable 

polyethylene for corrosion-free performance.

TOP SCREEN
The standard coated steel top screen helps 

break up large chunks of de-icing material during 

the loading process to help prevent clogging 

and bridging during spreader operation.

COVER
A fitted tarp cover helps de-icing material stay 

dry to prevent clumping.

RATCHET STRAPS
Add additional spreader stability to your vehicle 

with standard nylon tie-down ratchet straps.

ACCESSORIES
Material Control Tube  |  Optimum Flow Kit

Consult your local WESTERN® dealer or westernplows.com  

for accessory compatibility and availability.

“
SIZE OPTIONS
64", 11.0 cu ft
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WESTERN® FULL-LINE SPREADERS + ACCESSORIES18

SS-120 

SIDEWALK SPRAYER

SS-120 

SIDEWALK SPRAYER

WB-100B / WB-160D

WALK-BEHINDS

WB-100B / WB-160D

WALK-BEHINDS

LEAVE NO JOB   
UNFINISHED.

WB-100B BROADCAST SPREADER
The WB-100B poly broadcast spreader is ideal  

for wider areas, such as driveways, courtyards,  

and wide walkways. 100 lb capacity.

WB-160D DROP-STYLE SPREADER
The WB-160D poly drop-style spreader is perfect for 

narrow walkways and keeping material out of adjacent  

landscape features. 160 lb capacity.

WESTERN® walk-behind spreaders deliver professional, hassle-free performance. 

Constructed of sturdy, corrosion-free polyethylene, both the broadcast spreader and the 

drop spreader can handle most ice-melt materials. With pneumatic tires and a powder 

coated steel frame, these spreaders are built to stand up to the demands of commercial use.

STOP ICE IN   
YOUR TRACKS.

CAPACITY
12-gallon poly tank with easy-fill cap. 

BATTERY-POWERED ELECTRIC PUMP
12-volt electric pump sprays up to one gallon per 

minute at 60 psi. 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
Battery powers up to ten full tanks (120 gal)  

with a single charge.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE
The height-adjustable nozzle sprays up to  

four feet wide.

CONVENIENT SPRAY WAND
Use the convenient spray wand with 8' coil hose 

to treat stairs, entryways and other hard-to-reach 

places. Features a spray distance of 15'. 

OVERSIZE TIRES
Large 13" pneumatic tires enhance 

maneuverability over ice and snow.

Apply liquid anti-icing before the storm to help prevent snow and ice from forming 

a bond with the pavement, so it’s easier to scrape clean down to the surface.  

The SS-120 walk-behind sidewalk sprayer helps you do just that. Spray anti-icing 

liquid before the storm and your sidewalks will come out cleaner than ever.

STANDARD FEATURES
• Clear Hopper Cover

• Powder Coated Steel Frame

• 13" Pneumatic Tires

• Top Screen

• 10" Molded Spinner*

*On WB-100B only.

“
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PRE-WET SYSTEM
Activates de-icing material by applying 

a liquid de-icing agent directly to the 

material prior to it hitting the spinner.

Fits: Striker™ (shown) and Tornado™

LED WORK LIGHT KIT
For better visibility at the rear  

of the spreader at night. 

Fits: Striker (shown), Tornado,  
PRO FLO™ 525 and PRO FLO™ 900

LED STROBE LIGHT KIT
For safety during spreader  

operation.  

Fits: Striker (shown) and Tornado

VIBRATOR KIT
Helps move stubborn material.

Fits: Striker (shown) and Tornado

CENTRAL POINT GREASE KIT
Provides easy access to grease  

points, simplifying preventative 

maintenance greasing that is  

essential to maximize bearing life.   

Fits: Striker and Tornado (shown)

HOLD DOWN KIT / 
TIE-DOWN CHAIN KIT
For superior in-bed stability  

and security. 

Fits: Tornado (Hold Down Kit) and  
Striker (Tie-Down Chain Kit–shown)

LICENSE PLATE KIT
Illuminates alternate license  

plate location. 

Fits: Striker and Tornado (shown)

SPILL GUARD KIT
Provides loader with improved  
line of sight and prevents material 
overflow from off-center loading. 
Includes prepunched holes for 
addition of side extensions. 

Fits: Striker

SIDE EXTENSIONS (6")
Increase the carrying capacity

with these 6"-tall, bolt-on brackets

(wood not included).

Fits: Striker

STAINLESS STEEL  
INVERTED V KIT
Helps reduce heavy startup  

loads on the drivetrain.  

Fits: Tornado

OPTIMUM FLOW KIT
Improves material flow and allows

spreading of a 50/50 salt/sand mix 

with a vibrator and dual-pitch baffle. 

Fits: Tornado™ UTV

MATERIAL CONTROL TUBE
Helps prevent leaking issues  

when handling fine pellet and  

flake materials. 

Fits: Tornado UTV, PRO-FLO 525  
and PRO-FLO 900

CLEAR WEATHER COVER
Keeps material dry and flowing  

freely, while offering a clear view 

inside of the hopper. 

Fits: LOW-PRO 300W

ALL  
Striker™

ALL  
Tornado™

PRO-FLO 
525

PRO-FLO 
900

LOW 
PROFILE  

500

LOW 
PROFILE 

1000

LOW 
PROFILE 

2500
LOW-PRO 

300W
Tornado™ 

UTV

MATERIAL 

TYPE
H O P P E R S T A I L G A T E S U T V

BAGGED ICE 

MELTERS x x x* x* x x x x*

BAGGED 

ROCK SALT x x x x x x x x x

BULK  

SALT x x x x x

CALCIUM 

FLAKES x x x* x*  x†  x†  x† x*

CALCIUM 

CHLORIDE 

PELLETS
x x x* x*  x†  x†  x† x*

50/50 SALT/

SAND MIX x x x x x**

SAND x x x**

SS-120
SPRAYER

PRE-WET 
SYSTEM

MATERIAL TYPE W A L K - B E H I N D A C C E S S O R Y

BRINE x x

CALCIUM CHLORIDE 

SOLUTION x x

PREMIUM SOLUTIONS x x

MATERIALS GUIDE

PRO-FLO™ 
525

PRO-FLO™ 
900

LOW 
PROFILE  

500

LOW 
PROFILE 

1000

LOW 
PROFILE 

2500
LOW-PRO 

300W

T A I L G A T E  S P R E A D E R  M O U N T S

RECEIVER HITCH MOUNT std ●* std ● std std

FIXED MOUNT ●

DUAL-SWING MOUNT ●

UTILITY MOUNT ●

DROP UTILITY MOUNT ●

TRAILER MOUNT ●

3-POINT MOUNT std ● ●

PIVOT MOUNT ●

MOUNTS GUIDE

*Requires additional adapter 
std = Included standard with spreader

● = Sold separately

NOTE: Assumes Dry, Free-Flowing Materials
*May require use of material control tube accessory.

**May require use of optimum flow kit accessory.
†May require 5-flight auger accessory.

Consult your local WESTERN dealer or westernplows.com  
for accessory compatibility or availability.

Selecting the proper de-icing materials can vary by operator preference, experience and environmental 
considerations. Consult your local WESTERN® dealer with questions regarding material selection and availability. 

WB-100B WB-160D

MATERIAL TYPE W A L K - B E H I N D S

BAGGED ICE MELTERS x x

BAGGED ROCK SALT x x

BULK SALT x x

CALCIUM FLAKES x x

CALCIUM CHLORIDE 

PELLETS x x

EXTREME DEFENSE™ GREASE
Defends and protects plow and

spreader bearings, pivot points and

moving components from wear and

corrosion, even in extreme cold.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT WITH WESTERN® PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Ensure your WESTERN equipment remains efficient and reliable season after season with Factory Original 

parts and accessories from your local WESTERN dealer. Using “will-fit” alternatives can alter your spreader’s 

performance and may affect your product warranty. Stick with the WESTERN brand for the parts and 

accessories you need. It’s the smart choice for protecting your investment.
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Striker™
SPREADER TYPE HOPPER HOPPER HOPPER HOPPER HOPPER HOPPER

BODY SIDE 

LENGTH
7' (2.13 m) 8' (2.44 m) 9' (2.74 m) 9' (2.74 m) 10' (3.05 m) 10' (3.05 m)

CAPACITY 1.50 cu yd (1.15 cu m) 2.00 cu yd (1.53 cu m) 3.00 cu yd (2.29 cu m) 4.50 cu yd (3.44 cu m) 4.50 cu yd (3.44 cu m) 6.00 cu yd (4.59 cu m)

HOPPER  

CONSTRUCTION
16 ga SS (1.50 mm) 16 ga SS (1.50 mm) 16 ga SS (1.50 mm) 16 ga SS (1.50 mm) 16 ga SS (1.50 mm) 16 ga SS (1.50 mm)

DIMENSIONS 

OVERALL

84" x 50" x 38"  
(214.00 cm x 127.00 cm x 
97.00 cm)

96" x 50" x 33"  
(244.00 cm x 127.00 cm x 
84.00 cm)

108" x 50" x 41"  
(275.00 cm x 127.00 cm x 
105.00 cm)

108" x 70" x 47"  
(275.00 cm x 178.00 cm x 
120.00 cm)

120" x 70" x 47"  
(305.00 cm x 178.00 cm x 
120.00 cm)

120" x 70" x 54"  
(305.00 cm x 178.00 cm x 
138.00 cm)

DUAL 12V DC 

SEALED MOTORS
595 lb (269.89 kg) 615 lb (278.96 kg) 695 lb (315.25 kg) 815 lb (369.68 kg) — —

GAS 10.5 hp 

I/C BRIGGS & 

STRATTON®
— 740 lb (335.66 kg) 820 lb (371.95 kg) 940 lb (426.38 kg) 965 lb (437.72 kg) 1010 lb (458.13 kg)

GAS 11 hp  

I/C HONDA®
— 740 lb (335.66 kg) 820 lb (371.95 kg) 940 lb (426.38 kg) 965 lb (437.72 kg) 1010 lb (458.13 kg)

DUAL HYDRAULIC 

MOTORS
— 615 lb (278.96 kg) 695 lb (315.25 kg) 815 lb (369.68 kg) 840 lb (381.02 kg) 885 lb (401.43 kg)

CONVEYOR  

WIDTH
16 ½" (42.00 cm) 16 ½" (42.00 cm) 16 ½" (42.00 cm) 16 ½" (42.00 cm) 16 ½" (42.00 cm) 16 ½" (42.00 cm)

SPINNER SIZE 15 ½" (40.00 cm) 15 ½" (40.00 cm) 15 ½" (40.00 cm) 15 ½" (40.00 cm) 15 ½" (40.00 cm) 15 ½" (40.00  cm)

SPREADING 

WIDTH
Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m)

VEHICLE 

APPLICATION
¾- & 1-Ton  
Pickup Trucks

¾- & 1-Ton  
Pickup Trucks

Dump Body  
or Flatbed Trucks  
(over 15,000 lb GVWR)

Dump Body  
or Flatbed Trucks  
(over 15,000 lb GVWR)

Dump Body  
or Flatbed Trucks  
(over 15,000 lb GVWR)

Dump Body  
or Flatbed Trucks  
(over 15,000 lb GVWR)

Tornado™
SPREADER TYPE HOPPER HOPPER HOPPER

BODY SIDE LENGTH 7' (2.13 m) 8' (2.44 m) 8' (2.44 m)

CAPACITY 1.50 cu yd (1.15 cu m) 1.80 cu yd (1.38 cu m) 2.50 cu yd (1.91 cu m)

HOPPER  

CONSTRUCTION
Polyethylene Polyethylene Polyethylene

DIMENSIONS OVERALL
108" x 63" x 44"  
(274.00 cm x 160.00  cm x 112.00  cm)

117" x 63" x 44"  
(297.00  cm x 160.00  cm x 112.00  cm)

117" x 63" x 51"  
(297.00  cm x 160.00  cm x 130.00  cm)

APPROX. WEIGHT (EMPTY) 591 lb (268.07 kg) 660 lb (299.37 kg) 734 lb (332.94 kg)

MOTORS Dual Electric, 12V, Sealed Dual Electric, 12V, Sealed Dual Electric, 12V, Sealed

CONVEYOR WIDTH 16 ½" (42.00 cm) 16 ½" (42.00 cm) 16 ½" (42.00 cm)

SPINNER SIZE 15 ½" (40.00 cm) 15 ½" (40.00 cm) 15 ½" (40.00 cm)

SPREADING WIDTH Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m)

VEHICLE APPLICATION ¾- & 1-Ton Pickup Trucks ¾- & 1-Ton Pickup Trucks Dump Body or Flatbed Trucks  
(over 15,000 lb GVWR)

SPECIFICATIONS

Photos may be shown with optional accessories.

SS = Stainless Steel
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PRO FLO™
525 & 900

LOW
PROFILE

LOW-PRO 
300W

SPREADER TYPE TAILGATE TAILGATE TAILGATE TAILGATE TAILGATE TAILGATE

MODEL 525 900 500 1000 2500 300W

CAPACITY 5.25 cu ft (0.15 cu m) 9.00 cu ft (0.25 cu m) 5.00 cu ft (0.14 cu m) 8.00 cu ft (0.23 cu m) 8.50 cu ft (0.24 cu m) 3.00 cu ft (0.09 cu m)

HOPPER  

CONSTRUCTION
Polyethylene Polyethylene Polyethylene Polyethylene Polyethylene Polyethylene

DIMENSIONS 

OVERALL

20.50" x 38" x 34"  
(52.10 cm x 96.50 cm  
x 86.40 cm)

24" x 52" x 36"  
(60.90 cm x 132.10 cm  
x 91.40 cm)

21" x 39" x 34"  
(53.34 cm x 99.06 cm  
x 86.40 cm)

19.50" x 50.50" x 35"  
(49.53 cm x 128.27 cm  
x 88.90 cm)

25" x 50" x 42"  
(63.50 cm x 127.00 cm  
x 106.68 cm)

22" x 30" x 32"  
(55.90 cm x 76.20 cm  
x 81.30 cm)

APPROX.  

WEIGHT (EMPTY)

160 lb with mount 
(72.60 kg)

180 lb w/o mount* 
(81.70 kg)

75 lb with mount 
(34.00 kg)

105 lb w/o mount* 
(47.00 kg)

131 lb with mount 
(59.40 kg)

68 lb with mount 
(30.80 kg)

MOTOR Dual Electric, 12V, 1/3 hp Dual Electric, 12V, 1/3 hp Electric, 12V, 1/3 hp Electric, 12V, 1/3 hp Electric, 12V, 1/3 hp Electric, 12V, 1/3 hp

AUGER

(DIA. x LENGTH)

3" x 14" Heavy-Duty  
Solid Steel
(7.26 cm x 35.56 cm)

3" x 20" Heavy-Duty  
Solid Steel
(7.26 cm x 50.80 cm)

2.63" x 6" 
(6.68 cm x 15.24 cm)

2.63" x 6" 
(6.68 cm x 15.24 cm)

2.63" x 9" 
(6.68 cm x 22.86 cm)

2.50" x 5.75"  
Vertical High-Flow
(6.35 cm x 14.61 cm)

SPINNER SIZE 10" (25.40 cm) 12" (30.50 cm) 10" (25.40 cm) 10" (25.40 cm) 15" (38.10 cm) 10" (25.40 cm)

SPREADING 

WIDTH
Up to 30' (9.14 m) Up to 40' (12.19 m) Up to 30' (9.14 m) Up to 30' (9.14 m) Up to 30' (9.14 m) Up to 25' (7.62 m)

VEHICLE 

APPLICATION

Tractors, SUVs, 1-Ton  
or Smaller Pickups

Tractors, 1-Ton  
or Smaller Pickups

Vehicles with  
Class III Hitch

Full-Size Trucks  
(over 6,000 lb GVWR)

Full-Size Trucks  
(over 6,000 lb GVWR)

Tractors, UTVs, SUVs,  
1-Ton or Smaller Pickups

AVAILABLE 

MOUNTS

Standard 2" Receiver, 
3-point Combo Mount

Pivot Mount,  
2" Receiver Hitch  
(requires adapter mount),  
3-point Hitch Mount*

Standard Class III  
2" Receiver Hitch Mount

Optional Fixed Mount,  
Class IV Hitch Mount,  
Dual-Swing Mount*

Standard Class IV  
Receiver Hitch Mount

Standard 2" Receiver  
Optional Utility Mount, Drop 
Utility Mount, Trailer Mount, 
3-Point Mount*

SPRAYER
SPREADER TYPE WALK-BEHIND

MODEL SS-120

EMPTY WEIGHT 60 lb (27.20 kg)

DIMENSIONS 

OVERALL

48" x 28" x 33"  
(122.00 cm x 71.00 cm x 
84.00 cm)

CAPACITY 12 gal (45.40 L)

SPRAYING  

WIDTH
Up to 48" (122.00 cm)

SPRAYING  

VOLUME
1 gal/min (3.80 L/min)

FRAME Powder Coated Steel

TANK One-Piece LLDPE

MOTORS 12-Volt, Direct-Drive Pump

Tornado™ UTV WB-160D WB-100B
SPREADER TYPE UTV WALK-BEHIND WALK-BEHIND

BODY SIDE  

LENGTH
64" (1.63 m) — —

CAPACITY 11.00 cu ft (0.31 cu m) 160 lb (72.00 kg) 100 lb (45.00 kg)

HOPPER  

CONSTRUCTION
Polyethylene Polyethylene Polyethylene

DIMENSIONS 

OVERALL

64" x 48.50" x 27"  
(163.00  cm x 123.00  cm x 69.00  cm)

48" x 38.25" x 36"
(121.92 cm x 97.16 cm x 91.44 cm)

50" x 26" x 28"
(127 cm x 66.04 cm x 71.12 cm)

APPROX.  

WEIGHT (EMPTY)
280 lb (127.00 kg) 55 lb (24.00 kg) 25 lb (11.00 kg)

MOTORS Dual Electric, 12V DC, Sealed — —

SPINNER SIZE 12" (30.50 cm) — 10" (25.40 cm)

SPREADING  

WIDTH
Up to 30' (9.14 m) 3' (0.91 m) Up to 20' (6.00 m)

VEHICLE APPL. UTVs — —

*Mounts sold separately.

Specifications subject to change without prior notice. Please visit westernplows.com for the most current specifications.



Western Products reserves the right under its product improvement policy to change construction or design details and furnish equipment when so altered without reference to 

illustrations or specifications used. Western Products or the vehicle manufacturer may require or recommend optional equipment for spreaders. Do not exceed vehicle ratings with 

a spreader. This product is manufactured under the following US patents: 6,422,490; 7,400,058; 7,737,576; 7,540,436; 9,033,265; CAN patent: 2,300,474; and other patents pending. 

Western Products offers a limited warranty for all spreaders. See separately printed page for this important information. The following are registered (®) or unregistered (™) trademarks of 

Douglas Dynamics, LLC: CONTRACTOR GRADE®, EXTREME DEFENSE™, IMPACT™, MVP 3™, PRO-FLO™ 525, PRO-FLO™ 900, Striker™, Tornado™, Tornado™ UTV, WESTERN®, WIDE-OUT™ 

and WIDE-OUT™ XL.

Western Products | P.O. Box 245038 | Milwaukee, WI 53224-9538 westernplows.com
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©2019 Douglas Dynamics, LLC 
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